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Elevated Perspective, Assistant’ Services
Client Intake Form
What is your business type?
How many employees do you have?
How long have you been in operation?
What is your 12-month revenue increase %
goal?
What are your business hours?
What is your favorite means of

I don't have an established business yet, the plan is to start
neering. And as secondary high end interior design followe
0
0
infinite

Usually between 9am and 9pm, but it's flexible, if needed I
ot sleeping
Email

Text

Phone

Social Media

communication? Please include any
additional methods.

if not urgent 1. text, 2. email, 3. phone, 4. whatsapp, 5. skyp
n phone is the first and then just try to reach me everywhe
Artist

How do you see yourself?

What are the 3 biggest problems in your
business now? How can an assistant help
solve these?
What is your vision in partnering with this
service?
Have you had Assistants in the past? Do they
still work for you? If not, why not?
What would create an outstanding assistant
for you?
How could an assistant be helpful?
How many hours weekly would an assistant
be helpful?
How many times have you attended

Manager/Leader

Entrepreneur

visionary/

structure/

high risk/

creation

maintaining

high delegation

1. Do a research to figure out who is the best to offer the ou
ps vs medium companies vs bigger ones). 2. Do a research (
titles to approach (HR vs executives vs project leads etc) an
hem 3. Find those people with their contacts phone/email/F
nd start the initial conversation with them, if there is interes
ater do some travel booking. 5. probably going through my
Eventually doing as much of my business as possible, if not
d help finding the right person and help managing him if ne

I used some lady to write letters and send them when I wa
she had a job and was doing it occasionally. I don't send m
er those tasks now, but we are still friends
Understanding my goal/vision beyond my explanation by a
unclear or see better idea reach out asap. Honest trustful p
y accounts, passwords, credit cards etc. Great communicat
ll
behalf.
Smart,
learn, happy,
no BS
excuse
Goontomy
gym
and build
meeager
sometomuscles.
Excellent
communi
g coverage in terms of time of the day.
40 to start with
1

“Business Mastery with Tony Robbins”?
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Pricing based on weekly hours desired

80

11.77

941.60

40

12.77

501.80

20

17.77

355.40

10

21.00

210.00

All hours paid for monthly on auto pay on 1st of every month.
Hours can be modified at any time with 30 days’ notice post initial 90 days
probationary period. Additional hours can be purchased at any time at current rate as
available.
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Elevated Perspective Marketing,
dba Elevated Perspective
SERVICE AGREEMENT
This General Service Agreement (the “Agreement”) dated this _____ day of ____________, 20__ is between
[____________________], herein referred to as “Customer” and Elevated Perspective Marketing, further
referred to as “Elevated Perspective (EP)”.

EP has agreed to provide services to the Customer on the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement,
while Customer is of the opinion that EP has the proper and necessary qualifications, experience and abilities
to provide services to Customer.
Therefore in consideration of the matters described above, the receipt and sufficiency of which consideration
is hereby acknowledged, the Customer and EP agree as follows:
1. Scope of Work
EP is to provide the Customer with the following services (the “Services”):
General remote administrative support services as needed per the number of weekly hours purchased by the
customer. Due to the ad hoc nature of certain administrative projects, the services will include any other tasks
which the Customer and EP may agree on.
2. Term of Agreement
This Agreement will begin on [Beginning Date] and will remain in full force and effect for a 90-day introduction
period, during which the Customer agrees to fill out a weekly satisfaction survey to ensure the utmost in
quality services. At the completion of the 90-day introduction period, the Agreement may be modified by
mutual written agreement of the parties.
3. Money Back Guarantee
In the unlikely event that the customer is unhappy with the quality of services provided by EP,
EP agrees to refund 100% of the amount paid by the Customer, provided that the customer has fulfilled the
requirement of returning the weekly satisfaction survey to give EP the reasonable opportunity to address and
correct any concerns that may have arisen from the services provided.
4. Termination
The customer agrees if either party seeks termination of this Agreement, the terminating party must provide a
30-day written notice to the other party.
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5. “Bad Egg” Clause
EP operates with the utmost in ethical standards, and as such must protect the integrity of its employees.
Should it be discovered that our administrative services have been used for purposes deemed illegal or
contrary to public policy, the contract will be subject to immediate termination without refund.
6. Compensation
The Customer will provide compensation to EP based on the number of hours selected on the attached pricing
schedule for the services rendered by EP as required by this Agreement. Compensation is payable prior to the
beginning of services. Payment methods below:
elevatedperspectivemarketing.com/pay
https://www.paypal.me/ElevatedPerspective
7. Independent Contractor
EP is acting as an independent contractor in providing the Services under this Agreement, not as an employee.
The parties agree that this Agreement does not create a joint venture or a partnership between them.
8. Modification of Agreement
Any modifications or amendments to this Agreement will be binding if evidenced in writing signed by each
Party.
9. Notice
All notices or demands required or permitted by the terms of this Agreement will be given in writing and
delivered to the parties.
10. Time is of the Essence
No extension or variation of this Agreement will operate as a waiver of this provision. Time is of the essence in
this Agreement.
9. Integration
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding by and between the Customer and EP and
no representations, promises, agreements or understandings, written or oral, not herein contained shall be of
any force or effect.
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10. Choice of Law
This Agreement and the performance under this Agreement and all suits and special proceedings under this
Agreement, be construed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of ______________.
11. Severability
The provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed severable, and the invalidity or unenforceability of any one
or more of the provisions hereof shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the other provisions hereof.
12. Non-Disclosure
Whereas it is agreed as follows; In consideration of disclosing to the assistant certain confidential information
comprising of intellectual property, business plans, products, product intentions, documents, methods of
operation and information in any form or media, relating to the same for the purpose of conducting
discussions or undertaking work, the assistant undertakes as follows:
To treat the confidential information as secret and confidential and will not, except with the prior written
consent of Customer make use of the same other than for the purposes of undertaking specified work as
agreed with EP nor disclose the same to any Third Party except, and only to extent necessary, to such of its
employees or agents who shall have been aware that the same is confidential and bound to treat it as such,
provided however, that this undertaking shall impose no obligation with respect to any information which:
That any/all samples, prototypes, software, hardware, materials, designs, drawings, and other documents,
which are supplied for the purposes of discussions, or undertaking work will remain the property of Customer
and EP will return them on completion of the work or discussions within fourteen days of receipt of the
request. In such an event EP will not retain any copy of any part of confidential information in any form or
media. That except to conduct discussions, or undertake works, EP has no license or right commercially to use
the confidential information. EP agrees that damages may not be an adequate remedy for any breach of this
agreement and that the customer shall be entitled to a court order to enforce compliance with this agreement
or to stop any breach of it, actual or threatened. That this agreement will only apply to confidential
information, which EP receives within three years of the date of this agreement. The obligations set out in this
agreement will continue to apply to such confidential information for a period of six years from the first signed
date of this agreement. That neither party may assign this agreement to any third party.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly affixed their signatures under hand and seal
on this _____ day of ______________, 20__.

Ivan Selivanov
Printed Customer Name/Title

Customer Signature

EP Representative/Title

EP Representative Signature
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